
On the right side select the Bootstap Blocks 
icon to set the default values for the plugin.

Wrapping the title with Bootstrap contai-
ner results in the default page title to be 
displayed within the Bootstrap grid.

Set the width of the editor fields. 
Stretch it up to 100% instead of 
the default limited Wordpress 
Editor width.

Click the settings icon. Then click Page. 
Here you can set the desired template for 
the page you’re building. You will notice the 
new ‘Bootstrap page’ template. 
When you’ve opted (General settings) for 
‘loading Bootstrap framework only on 
Bootstrap Blocks template pages’ you’ll 
have to choose this template. If otherwise 
you can ignore this setting.

If you’ve activated a Wordpress the-
me build with Bootstrap choose ‘Yes’. 
Bootstrap Blocks will use the framework 
defined in this theme. 

If you’ve activated a Wordpress theme 
which is not build with Bootstrap choose 
‘No’. 

Next: choose if you would like the 
Bootstrap framework to be loaded on 
ALL pages or ONLY on the pages which 
make use of the special Bootstrap Blocks 
template. Using the Bootstrap framework 
can result in conflicts with the activated 
Wordpress theme. If so: choose to load 
Bootstrap framework only on Bootstrap 
Blocks template pages. In real life a lot of 
themes work just fine with the Bootstrap 
framework loaded.

Define the Bootstrap version which will be 
used.

Activate ‘Bootstrap colors’ to define your 
color set which can be directly used within 
the editor. 
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First click on the Plus icon in the editor. Or 
the blue one on the left side of the screen. 

In the left panel scroll to the Bootstrap 
Blocks section. Click on Bootstrap contai-
ner to insert it.

A Bootstrap container (one row, three 
columns) is inserted into the editor. For 
convenience you can give any container a 
name. Just click on it to edit.

Click on a column and press delete to 
remove it. Pressing the plus will add a co-
lumn. You can also duplicate columns.

Click a column to edit it. Choose a back-
ground color for instance.

Setting columns widths: when you don’t 
set  your own preferences here Bootstrap 
Blocks will allways evenly divide the co-
lumns over the containers’ width.

Set the columns width (1 to 12 columns). 

Example: when setting ‘SM screen size’ to 5 
columns without defining the other screen 
sizes results in: 
xs: 12 col | sm: 5 col | xs: 5 col | xs: 5 col | xs: 5 col  

Example: when setting ‘SM’ to 5 and ‘LG’ to 
4 results in: 
xs: 12 col | sm: 5 col | xs: 5 col | xs: 4 col | xs: 4 col  

Example: when setting ‘XS’ to 10, ‘SM’ to 6 
and ‘XL’ to 4 results in: 
xs: 10 col | sm: 6 col | xs: 6 col | xs: 6 col | xs: 4 col  
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Select the row. Now change the alignment 
for example to centered. 2 columns with 
each 5 columns’ width will be nicely cente-
red on the page

Ordering: results in changing the default 
order of the columns. Can come in very 
handy when creating a responsive design.

Container wrapper: results in displaying it 
on full width of the page window. 
You can also set a desired background 
color.

Responsive spacer: add some air to your 
design. This one is not based on pixels but 
responds on the page windows size.

You can choose to hide the responsive 
spacer on designated screen sizes.
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Row based on percentages: next to the 
default rows with columns based on the 
Bootstrap grid you can also opt for a row 
with columns which can be divided by 
percentages. 

Full page width header: set a wrapper 
on the container. Place an image in the 
column inside the container. Set the align-
ment of the row to centered. 

You can add CSS-classes to containers, 
rows & columns.

Add extra rows inside containers.

Panel(s) indicating column width settings
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Set editor column view: click to change the 
way the editor shows columns.

Lock container layout for editors: click 
to lock the container layout options for 
editors. They will be able to place another 
images and/or change text. But the layout 
stays intact.

Bootstrap button: insert a Bootstrap button 
based on the Bootstrap framework. 

You can adjust it to your liking.
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